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No * aldermen ' up here, but plenty in the mood to spend
their money on a bit of brightness !
At five minutes before noon he snapped his tray to—not
a bally balloon left! With six Bank Holidays a week he
would make his fortune ! Tray under arm, he began to tour
the pond. The kiddies were all right, but—good Lord—
how thin and pale ! If he and Vic had a kid—but not they
—not till they got out there ! A fat brown kid, chysin*
blue butterflies, and the sun oozin' out of him ! Rounding
the end of the pond, he walked slowly along the chairs.
Lying back, elegant, with legs crossed, in brown stockings
showing to the knees, and neat brown shoes with the flaps
over—My ! she looked a treat—in a world of her own, like
that! Something caught Bicket by the throat. Gosh !
He wanted things for her !
" Well, Vic !    Penny ! "
" I was thinkin' of Australia."
" Ah ! It's a gaudy long wait. Never mind—I've sold
the bally lot. Which shall we do, go down among the trees,
or get to the swings, at once ? "
" The swings," said Victorine.
The Vale of Health was in rhapsodic mood. The crowd
flowed here in a slow, speechless stream, to the cries of the
booth-keepers, and the owners of swings and cocoanuts.
" Roll—bowl—or pitch'! Now for the milky ones!
Penny a shy! . . . Who's for the swings ? . . . Ices . . .
Ices . . . Fine bananas ! "
On the giant merry-go-round under its vast umbrella the
thirty chain-hung seats were filled with girls and men.
Round to the music—slowly—faster—whirling out to the
full extent of the chain, bodies bent back, legs stuck forward,
laughter and speech dying, faces solemn, a little lost, hands
gripping the chains hard. Faster, faster ; slowing, slowing
to a standstill, and the music silent.

